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Methodology 

This research was conducted online by FTI Consulting’s 

Strategy Consulting and Research Team from 2nd – 18th 

April 2017, involving n=202 respondents working in the 

UK real estate industry and n=99 participants working in 

proptech. 

Further information on the results and methodology can be 

obtained by emailing dan.healy@fticonsulting.com

Please note that the standard convention for rounding up 

has been applied, and consequently some totals do not 

add up to 100 percent. 

About the respondents 

The majority of survey respondents were from the 18-29 

years age range (64 percent of all respondents) and 51 

percent selected the description ‘proptech’ when asked 

which term best applied to their organisation in relation to 

the real estate industry. 

About FTI Consulting

FTI Consulting is a global business advisory firm that 

provides multidisciplinary solutions to complex challenges 

and opportunities. We are advisers to 64 of the world’s 100 

largest companies, 89 of the world’s top law firms and nine 

of the world’s top ten bank holding companies. We address 

challenges in areas such as reputation management, 

business strategy, litigation, M&A, policy and regulatory 

issues, and restructuring.

FTI Consulting’s Strategy Consulting & Research practice 

regularly conducts primary and secondary market 

research, delivering in-depth market and stakeholder 

analyses to help clients solve complex business and 

communication requirements.

Research and methodology
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You only have to look at any property media titles, on any 

given week, to gain a sense of the current excitement 

around the proptech sector. Many people are claiming that 

2017 will mark the tipping point in the property industry’s 

technological evolution and the year when we will see every 

major property business embracing at least one strand of 

the proptech offer.

This makes this piece of research, produced jointly by 

FTI Consulting and FUTURE: PropTech, extremely timely, 

which will bring you an up-to-date snapshot of the current 

status of the industry. Whilst we have seen a number of 

proptech players gain widespread credibility and sizable 

investment, to date, it has not been possible to provide 

an overview of the size of the sector, the potential growth 

opportunity, the sentiment amongst those driving it and 

the key challenges they expect to see ahead.

Not only do our findings demonstrate that the hype around 

proptech is not overblown, they have also provided an 

opportunity to explore some other key questions that 

have been heavily debated in the media and beyond, such 

as where we are in the cycle, how and where proptech 

integration is happening and what level of appetite exists 

really for change.

What is clear is that we are entering a fascinating 

phase in the growth of the sector and a period of digital 

transformation throughout the property world. Perhaps 

the greatest shift we can predict is a move away from 

proptech operating on the margins towards a real 

acceptance that technology must be prioritised as a means 

of driving efficiencies, ROI and competitive advantage. It 

should therefore come as no surprise that startups that 

provide company oversight and management tools such 

as software solutions and big data and asset management 

platforms make up the highest proportion of proptech 

companies.

That said, just because property firms are now seriously 

engaging with proptech companies does not detract 

from the fact that the sector is still in its ascendancy. The 

majority of proptech players are yet to reach scale and 

there remains a perceived lack of understanding around 

how the benefits will be realised. 

In terms of the future, the current merging of the property 

and technology worlds indicate that in time, it could be 

appropriate to drop the proptech label altogether and 

simply accept a universal drive to push the boundaries of 

what is possible in all functionalities across the property 

sector, using technology.

This survey shows that people are embracing this idea, and 

if this level of momentum continues, we will undoubtedly 

see an accelerated pace of change over the next five years.

Introduction

Giles Barrie, Managing Director, FTI Consulting
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While survey respondents were actively engaged working 

across all primary aspects of the property industry, 

perhaps it is to be expected that residential in particular, 

as well as offices and retail, were the most dominant 

property types identified. The consumer-facing residential 

estate agency market in particular has visibly implemented 

creative technology solutions for some time to engage 

buyers and vendors directly, and for marketing, and has 

seen a high level of innovation and activity. 

Reflecting technology as a largely entrepreneurial sector 

driven by innovation from startup organisations, proptech 

respondents were overwhelmingly of a small scale. Half 

of proptech companies identified as ‘micro’ operations, 

with a further combined 43 percent selecting the small 

to medium description. As we potentially head towards 

a point of saturation in some areas of proptech services, 

and see an increase in M&A activity leading to greater 

consolidation, it is interesting to speculate whether the 

scale of individual enterprises will change in the short term. 

Areas of real estate where respondents 
were active, and size of organisation
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Working in proptech
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We are beginning to see the potential for technology to create 
significant change and add real value in parts of the real estate 
industry, such as leasing, management and construction. 
At this stage, it is too early to call a boom or bust as there 
are likely to be individual winners and losers, but we are 
certain that technology will transform certain elements of the 
industry over the next few years.

Harry Badham, Head of Development UK, AXA IM – Real Assets

All  respondents

Q. Which of the following areas of real estate do you work?

Q. Which of the following would you use to BEST 
describe the size of your organisation in the UK?

Working in proptech



In today’s uncertain times, it is striking that the sentiment 

amongst the respondents was so positive. On a Likert 

scale, respondents were the most positive about their own 

organisations, followed by the proptech sector as a whole, 

with a lower proportion of respondents feeling positive 

about the UK real estate sector overall.

The 51 percent of respondents that are actually working 

in the proptech sector itself are particularly buoyant with 

86 percent feeling ‘very positive’ about the prospects of 

their companies over the next 12 months. A slightly lower 

percentage of proptech respondents (72 percent) are 

feeling ‘very positive’ about the proptech sector overall. 

Interestingly the numbers are not significantly lower when 

looking at the respondents as a whole with 68 percent 

feeling ‘very positive’ about their organisation and 60 

percent feeling ‘very positive’ about the future of proptech 

organisations collectively. This demonstrates that across 

the board, the general consensus is that proptech will do 

well over the next year.
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Outlook for the next 12 months
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All  respondents Working in proptech

We’re riding the crest of the wave at the 
moment. The property industry is clearly 
aware of the plethora of technologies and 
services on the market, and demand is 
following. 
We’re already seeing saturation in proptech 
companies, with increased investor interest 
a likely factor here, and I agree that next 
we’re probably going to see an amplified, 
energetic period of activity and funding, 
as new startups come on to the scene, 
products launch and potentially we see 
another tranche of acquisitions. 
However, I don’t think it will be a ‘gold 
rush’, exactly. Post-Brexit concerns for the 
short to medium term prospects for the 
UK property industry may actually temper 
some of the activity, and we’ll certainly see 
some consolidation and if we’re honest not 
all proptech firms will succeed. 
As property companies seek to maintain a 
competitive edge in more uncertain times, 
the opportunities for success among the 
most creative and insightful proptech 
innovations will certainly continue.

James Morris-Manuel,  
EMEA Sales Director, Matterport

93%

7%

96%

4%

95%

5%

96%

4%

72%

28%

71%

29%

Q. Which best describes your outlook for the following over the next 
12 months?
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Nearly a quarter of proptech organisations view their 

‘growth’ objectives in the next twelve months as retaining 

and/ or increasing their current headcount. ‘Talent’ and 

‘technology’ are already synonymous for many. Several 

successful household-name technology organisations 

are visible innovators in creating workplace cultures that 

help attract and retain talent, so it is interesting that such 

a statistically relevant proportion of proptech companies 

have also identified people and talent as a key growth 

driver in the next 12 months. 

Perhaps the most expected finding across all respondents 

concerns the dominant growth objectives of revenue, profit 

and new business, respectively. 

The reported fields of expertise from proptech 

respondents has also yielded some interesting results, 

with building management services (software and big data 

especially, but also property management, and leasing and 

asset management) all very significant, while ‘consumer’ 

focused expertise (online agency, Virtual and Augmented 

Reality, Artificial Intelligence technology), perhaps the 

most accessible/ visible aspects of proptech innovation, all 

occupy a middle ground. 

Defining growth for the next twelve months 
and identifying the expertise of organisations 

84%

Revenue growth  
(Top line)

International 
expansion

25%

New technology 
investment

39%

All  respondents Working in proptech

Q. Which of the following criteria would you use to define ‘growth’ for your organisation over the next 12 months?

Revenue growth (Top line)

Staff retention

Profitability (Bottom line) 

Increasing overall firm headcount

New business wins per annum

Number of premises

New technology investment

Other

Nothing

Client retention

International expansion

74%

58%

45%

34%

34%

21%

20%

14%

5%

7%

1%

84%

52%

53%

39%

44%

25%

23%

23%

3%

8%

0%
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It is not surprising to see proptech companies focusing on Software and Big Data. 
The real estate industry has operated in the same way for a number of years, using legacy 
software and outdated tools, giving rise to significant opportunities to create new solutions 
to drive efficiency. We have seen major players like Realla and VTS capitalising on this 
opportunity by providing software platforms that make valuable data more accessible to 
both agents and landlords, by integrating their software as part of the leasing workflow. 
What is surprising to me is that according to the survey results there are a relatively small 
number of proptech companies focusing on co-working as an opportunity. Co-working 
providers will also be seeking ways to improve the efficiency of their model and it strikes 
me that sensors/IoT/Big Data will be the key drivers in helping companies make more 
informed decisions in order to achieve these efficiencies. On the agency side, the strong 
demand for more flexible office solutions, and the relative simplicity of co-working/flexible 
office space transactions, opens up significant opportunities for automated brokerage, 
particularly for small requirements.

James Nicholson, Partner, Knight Frank 

An early-stage VC could be of 
invaluable help in developing your 
company’s credibility, roadmap 
and tech but an angel investor 
from the property industry could 
provide serious support for the 
business growth, by providing 
contacts, user-insight and market 
knowledge. In return, potential 
investors will look closely at 
a startup’s capital efficiency, 
interaction with existing investors 
and their ability to continue to 
scale rapidly.

Savannah de Savary, CEO and Founder, 
Built-ID

Working in proptech

Q. In which of the following areas do you particularly identify your organisation’s expertise?

Software providers
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Perception of the proptech market

In a question that is closely related to the perceived outlook 

over the next 12 months, we asked respondents to tell us 

where they felt proptech is in terms of the development 

cycle of a sector. Overwhelmingly, the feeling is that 

proptech is either in its infancy or due to experience a 

boom.

31%

64%

4%

1%

Proptech is in its 
infancy

Proptech is due to 
experience a boom 

Proptech has reached 
saturation point

Proptech is due to 
crash

 

”

One of the reasons why LendInvest, and many others like 
us, continue to enjoy year on year growth is the size of the 
property market itself. Property is big business, thanks 
in part to factors such as population growth, economic 
shifts and increased investor interest. Outstanding loans 
in the mortgage market alone total over £1.2 trillion a 
year. Couple this opportunity with the fact the property 
industry has been slower to adopt new technologies and 
it is easy to see why savvy entrepreneurs are turning 
their attention to the sector as an area where good ideas 
can translate into big business opportunities.
Alternative or online lending was one of the first 
proptech sub-sectors to flourish, helped along by 
the fact that people are more interested than ever to 
invest in property; in this lower-for-longer interest rate 
environment prospective investors were searching 
for a good yield, and small-scale property finance 
borrowers were consistently locked out of the 
funding market by the offline, traditional lender. 
Since then, there have been many more examples 
of innovative startups spotting gaps in the market 
where technology can improve processes or open 
up new opportunities.

Christian Faes, CEO, LendInvest

Q. What is your current view of the proptech market in the UK? 
(Working in proptech)
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When asked what challenges lay ahead for proptech 

organisations, the respondents felt most strongly that 

the two main reasons were a lack of understanding of 

the benefits (72 percent) and resistance to change (72 

percent). Logically, the two things go hand-in-hand, so it is 

natural to think that the source of the resistance to change 

is most likely to be a lack of understanding of the benefits. 

This is hardly surprising given the complexity of the 

proptech market with many different players offering 

a range of tech products and solutions and, in fact, 26 

percent of respondents felt that growth is hampered by the 

fact that there are too many proptech options to choose 

from. 

The need for there to be sector champions in order to give 

credibility to the industry as a whole has been embraced by 

leading proptech players, some of whom are quoted in this 

report. Explaining how investment into proptech is likely 

to deliver a return on investment (ROI) is often central 

to this message. This is helpful given that nearly half of 

respondents feel that they are currently unsure of ROI.

What are the challenges for proptech 
integration?
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Working in proptech

 

Such a pervasive lack of understanding around 
proptech’s ROI and benefits puts the onus on 
us to be very clear on the value proposition. The 
property industry is an extremely entrepreneurial 
one; if you’re able to articulate how you’re 
solving a business problem and delivering ROI 
in a way that the industry can understand, 
property owners, managers, and agents are 
going to respond. They want to invest in return 
on investment! At VTS, we explain the benefits in 
terms that are understood and will resonate. 

Eoin Condren, UK Managing Director, VTS

It is interesting to see that a quarter of 
respondents recognise that some real estate 
companies are already successfully using their 
own in-house technology solutions. Certainly in 
our case, we have seen the value in developing 
our own a bespoke operating platform to ensure 
unrivalled property and revenue management 
capability. Nevertheless, property companies 
should always be open to the ideas and 
expertise of startups as a rich source of potential 
innovation.

Guy Nixon, Founder and CEO, Go Native

Q. What do you believe are particular challenges for proptech organisations becoming fully embedded into UK real estate?
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Whilst the industry is embracing the fact that we are at 

a tipping point in the use of data and technology in the 

property sector, the results of this survey give the clearest 

picture yet of when and where this integration will occur.

It is interesting to see that respondents expect proptech 

to permeate every facet of the property market to some 

degree with fairly large numbers anticipating a significant 

increase. 

Unsurprisingly, residential, office and retail top the list in 

terms of wider scale adoption. In the case of residential, this 

is undoubtedly driven by the success of online agents such 

as Rightmove and Zoopla, as well as startups serving the 

growing popularity of the smart homes concept. Pertinently 

near half (49 percent) of respondents expect proptech 

integration to be significant in this property market.

In addition to the rise of online agents and search engines, 

another key driver for proptech in the office market 

is the growing use of specialist platforms for portfolio 

management and market analysis. In this way, companies 

are using data to boost revenue streams and open up new 

markets.

It is well documented that the focus for retail has been the 

creation of online marketplaces and services relating to 

payments and the customer experience. In terms of the 

physical stores, there is an extra layer around the efficient 

management of leasing space, where proptech solutions 

that are being developed to service other markets also 

have a role.

Proptech integration in next 12 months 
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Q. How do you expect the levels of proptech integration to change over the next 12 months in the following areas? 
(All  respondents)
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Appetite towards investment
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Q. How do you expect the levels of investment 
in proptech in the UK to change over the next 
12 months? Q. Which of the following describes your view towards 

investment in your organisation in the next 12 months?

Working in proptech
47%

34%

11%

8%
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Investment sources and amounts

We have seen strong recent momentum in the growing 

proptech sector, with entrepreneurs chasing a healthy, 

enthusiastic yet formative investment environment 

for innovative proptech solutions, and investors also 

proactively chasing targeted opportunities in the sector. 

Investment certainly continues to be a priority for many. 

With nearly half of all proptech respondents activity 

seeking investment in the next 12 months, it is perhaps 

to be expected that both venture capital and private 

equity sources are the most appealing of all (especially 

considering that both venture capital and private equity 

sources were the most secured investment type by 

respondents in the last two years).

Peer-to-peer/ crowdfunding sources were also appealing 

to 13 percent of respondents, yet those sources have 

actually only accounted for 2 percent of investment 

achieved in the previous two years. 

With regards to the actual amounts of funding that 

organisations would like to secure, it is notable that 13 

percent are looking for between £250,001 - £500,000 and 

11 percent seeking over £1 million and up to £2.5 million, 

yet only 8 percent and 6 percent (respectively) secured 

this level of funding over the last two years. 

However, this clear appetite for increased investment does 

certainly support the wider survey’s findings concerning 

the very positive expectations for the proptech sector in 

the next 12 months, and perhaps investor confidence will 

continue to match investment expectations. 
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Appealing in next 12 months Investment sources in past 2 years

Contrary to perception, there is plenty of capital looking to back proptech ventures. But cash on its own is not enough and investors 
and companies need to work harder to find a fit that delivers value on both sides. For companies, that means finding an investor 
who truly understands the sector and can bring something to the table. For investors, that means being tougher and saying no to 
mediocre opportunities in order to commit more capital to excellent ones.

Dominic Wilson, co-founder & Managing Partner, Pi Labs

Q. Which of the following sources of investment would be appealing to your organisation in the next 12 months? 
Q. From which of the following sources have you received investment in the past 2 years?  
(Respondents working in proptech only)
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Raised & looking to raise in next 12 
months
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The proptech industry has been born out of recognition that the sector needs to innovate. What we are seeing now is new 
technologies coming in which address a wide range of inefficiencies in the way that property companies manage themselves 
and their portfolios. The shift has been the move towards integration, with most large firms implementing new tech solutions or 
considering their options. So, it is no wonder that more investors are looking to get in on the action. Against this backdrop, it’s 
hardly a surprise that this research has found that nearly half of proptech respondents are actively looking for investment in order 
to capitalise on this heightened interest.

Jack Jenkins, Founder and CEO, University Cribs
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Looking to raise in next 12 months Raised in last 2 years

Q. To the best of your knowledge, how much is your organisation looking to raise in the next 12 months? 
Q. To the best of your knowledge, how much has your organisation raised in the past 2 years?  
(Respondents working in proptech only)

Looking to raise in next 12 months

Raised in last 2 years



Proptech is an enabler 
for UK real estate, not a 
disrupter

87%

Engagement 
with proptech 
companies is key to 
the future of the UK 
real estate industry

87%

Organisations that 
embrace proptech in 
the next 12 months 
will gain a significant 
advantage over their 
competitors 

91%

Proptech will be 
fully embedded in 
the UK real estate 
industry within the 
next 5 years 82%

47%

Real estate 
companies struggle 
to understand what 
proptech actually is

89%

Communication 
of the benefits 
of proptech is 
not clear in the 
media 77%

Real estate 
organisations 
in the UK don’t 
have the internal 
resources in 
place to support 
proptech 

75%

There is a negative 
perception of 
proptech
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Key Statements on proptech

Q. How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
(results reflect the percentage of all respondents who agree with the following statements)
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The results of this question, which asked respondents to 

outline where they stand in terms of the challenges and 

opportunities relating to proptech, are interesting as they 

reveal an industry with conflicting emotions.

While 6 out of 10 strongly agree that organisations that 

embrace proptech will gain a significant advantage over 

their competitors, only 4 in 10 strongly agree that proptech 

will be fully embedded into the real estate industry in the 

next five years. Many recognise the potential but a lesser 

number believe it will be achieved.

The results give some indication of the reasons why this 

might be the case. A quarter of respondents strongly 

agree that real estate organisations lack the necessary 

resources, with a further 50 percent slightly agreeing 

with this statement. And with 89 percent of respondents 

agreeing that property firms struggle to understand what 

proptech actually is, it could be difficult for those pushing 

for increased budgets for this purpose to succeed.

More encouragingly for those pushing the proptech 

agenda, 87 percent of respondents agreed that the sector 

is an enabler for UK real estate, as opposed to a disrupter. 

This is positive as it indicates that proptech firms are 

less likely to come up against resistance to change and 

instead be welcomed as future collaborators. It is for this 

reason, perhaps, that the same number of respondents 

(87 percent) believe that engagement with proptech 

companies is key to the future of the UK real estate 

industry.

Proptech – and innovation more generally - is pervasive and 
absolutely critical. But investors’ responses to proptech, can 
be diffuse. So filtering the game changers from the noise will 
be a key part of our work this year. 
As investors we will strive to figure out how technologies 
will influence occupier demand: the size, location and 
specification of requirements and subsequently our asset 
value and depreciation. And as operators we will set out to 
rethink how to make our own business more efficient and what 
the big disruptors will be in the way we do business. 
The physical technology which goes into our buildings, and 
influences how our occupiers’ businesses are run, changes far 
faster than the fixed assets in which they sit. Being left behind 
is simply not an option.

Bill Page, Business Space Research Manager, LGIM Real Assets

The fact that “91% of recipients believe that organisations 
will gain a significant advantage over their competitors if they 
embrace proptech over the next 12 months” is an incredibly 
positive statistic and points to almost universal acceptance 
that is a trend is underway.
However, the main challenges listed for proptech 
organisations - namely, resistance to change (72%) and a lack 
of understanding of the benefits of proptech (72%) - suggest 
that there is still a communication issue which both proptech 
firms and the wider industry need to work on.

Andrew Miles, Director and Co-Founder, Realla
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